
  



 
 
Drawing on scripture and a long tradition of classics on Christian practices, 

Richard Foster’s “Celebration of Discipline” defines the moral and spiritual 

problem at the heart of all our other troubles. He says the root of all our 

troubles (sin) is a state of heart that finds expression in attitudes and ingrained 

habits that degrade and demean God’s precious gift of life. We are not capable 

of transforming ourselves. It is only by God’s grace that we are liberated from 

the ingrained pattern of sin. Though the gospel is simple, our experience of 

transformation by the gospel is not. In Matthew 12:43-45 Jesus teaches that 

when impure spirits are driven out but return to find the house empty, they 

bring with them other impure spirits to take up residence there. Ingrained 

patterns of sin must be replaced with new patterns of behavior. Spiritual 

disciplines are patterns of behavior that place us before God so that he can 

transform us. They are a means of actively training ourselves to seek and 

receive God’s transforming grace. 

We invite you to consider eight spiritual disciplines. Drawing from Foster’s 

classic work, the exercises and reflections on the following pages will serve as 

a guide as we explore: meditation, prayer, fasting, study, simplicity, solitude, 

service, and submission. Each week is arranged with opportunities for daily 

reflection and practice, but even one day of exploration will be of benefit if 

that is what you choose. Whether or not you share your decision to join us on 

this eight-week journey of discovery with anyone, please know that we are 

praying for you. Throughout the weeks we will be going before God seeking 

his vision of transformation and insight for those who choose to use this 

resource. We will be listening to God and praying that you might receive God’s 

grace, develop new devotional patterns of living, and experience a change of 

heart.



 
Week 8 – Submission 

The spiritual discipline of submission is focused on freeing us from slavery to 

our own self-serving desires. Though its focus is to liberate us it has, 

unfortunately, been frequently misunderstood and misapplied. Richard Foster 

observes “nothing in religion has done more to manipulate and destroy people 

than a deficient teaching on submission.”  A clear understanding its goal of this 

discipline is the best guard against deficient teaching on submission.  

Jesus taught that we must deny ourselves to follow him. (Mark 8:34)    The 

focus of denying ourselves is the complete renunciation of the controlling 

power of our own desires. Renouncing a person or community is to sever the 

relational connections that constrain our actions or obligate us to make 

choices based on the needs or desires of the person renounced. Renunciation 

was required of people when they came under the authority of a new King or 

ruler. There could be no lingering attachment to the former ruler if the new 

order was to be secure and effective in its rule. We renounce ourselves so that 

God can reign unchallenged as sovereign in our lives.  

Christian self-denial has nothing to do with shunning any part of our heart. 

Rather than ignoring or suppressing the desires of our hearts, self-denial 

requires that we acknowledge and face them. Only when we have come to 

terms with them can we fully and faithfully renounce their power to 

determine our actions.  

If we are going to follow Christ’s example of service, we must be able to set 

aside our concerns and self-interests yielding to and responding to the 

concerns and interests of others. This is easy and may lead us into discomfort 

and suffering. 

Submission must be grounded in our experience of God’s unqualified love for 

us. We may only love our neighbors well if we first see ourselves as God’s 

beloved (Matt 22:39). Grounded in God’s love, we can embrace want and 

difficulty for the sake of others. Our practice of the discipline of submission 

has a significant impact on others. When we choose to serve the interests of 

others rather than our own even when it involves enduring some form of 

suffering, those we serve experience a personal and tangible expression of 

God’s unqualified love.  
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Sunday - Submission to the Triune God 

 

“The first act of submission is to the Triune God. At the beginning of the day 

we wait, in the words of the hymn writer, “yielded and still” before Father, 

Son, and Holy Spirit… We yield our body, mind, and spirit for His purposes. 

Likewise, the day is lived in deeds of submission [sprinkled with moments] of 

inward surrender. As the first words of morning are of submission, so are the 

last words of the night. We surrender our body, mind, and spirit into the hands 

of God to do with us as He pleases.” 

 

What makes submission to God difficult to practice? 

 

 

 

 

What could I gain from surrendering to God throughout my day? 

 

 

 

 

How does the knowledge of God’s love affect your practice of submission to 

Him? 
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Monday - Submission to Scripture 

 

“The second act of submission is to the Scripture. As we submit ourselves to 

the Word of God living (Jesus), so we submit ourselves to the Word of God 

written (Scripture). We yield ourselves first to hear the Word, second to 

receive the Word, and third to obey the Word. We look to the Spirit who 

inspired the Scriptures to interpret and apply them to our condition. The word 

of Scripture, animated by the Holy Spirit, lives with us throughout the day.” 

 

To submit to Scripture, you must be in conversation with Scripture. What 

keeps you from spending time with Scripture? 

 

 

What personal desires would you need to set aside to yield time for reading 

and reflecting on Scripture? 

 

 

What experiences have encouraged or discouraged you from relying on the 

Spirit to interpret and apply the Word written to your life? 

 

 

 

What would it take for you to come to terms with the desires and personal 

experiences that hinder your submission to Scripture?  
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Tuesday - Submission to Family 

 

“The third act of submission is to our family. The [standard] for the household 

should be ‘Let each of you look not only to his own interests but also to the 

interests of others’ (Phil. 2:4). Freely and graciously the members of the family 

make allowance for each other. The primary deed of submission is 

commitment to listen to the other family members. Its [result] is a willingness 

to share, which is itself a work of submission.” 

 

What keeps you from expressing interest in and listening to members of your 

family? 

 

 

Are there family members with whom this is particularly difficult?  

If so, why? 

 

 

How does listening to others lead to a willingness to share? 

 

 

 

How does your submission to members of your family affect their 

understanding of God’s unqualified love? 
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Wednesday - Submission to Neighbor 

 

“The fourth act of submission is to our neighbors and those we meet in the 

course of our daily lives. The life of simple goodness is lived before them. If 

they are in need, we help them. We perform small acts of kindness and 

ordinary neighborliness: sharing food, baby-sitting their children, mowing their 

lawn, visiting over important and unimportant matters, sharing our tools. No 

task is too small, to trifling, for each one is an opportunity to live in 

submission.” 

 

Yielding to others concerns and interests, naturally leads to acts of service. 

Why might it be helpful to consider them as distinct disciplines that we should 

practice? 

 

 

 

Is it easier to practice submission in relation to those we live near and see 

every day or those we meet in the course of daily life but will not meet again? 

Why? 

 

 

 

How does submission to God and submission to Scripture prepare us for 

submission to other people?  
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Thursday - Submission to the Believing Community 

 

“The fifth act of submission is to the believing community, the body of Christ. 

If there are jobs to be done and tasks to be accomplished, we look at them 

closely to see if they are God’s invitation to the cross-life. We cannot do 

everything, but we can do somethings. Sometimes these are matters of an 

organizational nature, but most frequently they are spontaneous 

opportunities for little tasks of service. At times calls to serve the Church 

universal may come, and if the ministry is confirmed in our hearts, we can 

submit to it with assurance and reverence.” 

 

What do you expect to get out of service to the Church? 

 

 

How might you listen to learn what the concerns and interests of the believing 

community are? 

 

 

 

What role does the Holy Spirit play in listening? 

 

 

Would your expectations change if you were focused on responding to specific 

concerns or interests of the Church? 
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Friday - Submission to the Helpless and Downtrodden 

 

“The sixth act of submission is to the broken and despised. In every culture 

there are the ‘widows and orphans;’ that is, the helpless, the undefended 

(James1:27). Our first responsibility is to be among them… We must discover 

ways to identify genuinely with the downtrodden, the rejected. There we must 

live the cross-life” 

 

Who are the helpless and undefended in your local community? 

 

 

 

If you are having difficulty identifying the local ‘helpless and downtrodden,’ 

how could you open your eyes and seek them out? 

 

 

 

What would it look like and what would it require for you to be among them? 

 

 

 

What discomfort or difficulty would you need to face to submit to them?  
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Saturday - Submission to the community of creation 

 

“The seventh act of submission is to the world. We live in an interdependent, 

international community. We cannot live in isolation. Our environmental 

responsibility, or the lack of it, affects not only the people around the world 

but generations yet to be born. Starving peoples affect us. Our act of 

submission is a determination to live as a responsible member of an 

increasingly irresponsible world.” 

 

What feelings come up for you when you consider that we are interdependent 

affecting and being affected by the people and nations around the world? 

 

 

What discomfort of suffering might we experience if we submitted to the 

interests and concerns that plague our planet and the people who live on it? 

 

 

In Genesis we read that man was granted dominion over the earth and all 

living things in it. How does the idea of submission to the world fit in with 

being given authority over it? 

 

 

 

What is one thing you could do daily to remind yourself of your 

interdependence as a part of God’s creation, and practice submission to the 

World? 

 


